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 A user can successfully recover deleted data with the help of this software as it can recover deleted files and folders, video, audios, text, videos, images, contacts and much more from the iPhone, iPad, iPod and other iOS devices. The software supports most of the smartphones and has a simple and easy to use interface. 3.3. Sound Toolbox 3.5 ----------------------- Sound Toolbox 3.5 is a sound
processing software that can record, process, and analyze audio signals. It is compatible with both Mac OS X and Windows OS and is available in three versions. The first version is the free version, which is supported on Mac OS X and Windows platforms. The next version is Sound Toolbox Professional, which is available for a monthly subscription of USD 39. The last version is Sound Toolbox -

Music Production Suite, which is available for USD 124. It includes the software mentioned in the previous version and some new features that make it ideal for users who are professional musicians and performers. 3.4. TriggerPad 2.0 -------------------- TriggerPad 2.0 is a sound design tool that is available for Mac OS X and Windows. It is an audio tool for creating sounds with the help of the physical
manipulation of sounds, such as scratching, spiking, shaking, sliding, falling, vibrating, modulating, and distorting. TriggerPad 2.0 can create and edit sound loops for various electronic instruments and sound effects and is also available for creating music or audio effects. 3.5. Guitarmy (Guitar Gear) ---------------------------- Guitarmy (Guitar Gear) is a free tool for editing and producing music using a

guitar and a MIDI keyboard. It is an audio tool for composing, recording, editing, and producing guitar-based music. It provides extensive features for creating music. It is available for Windows OS and Mac OS X platforms. 3.6. UVI Workstation UVI Workstation is a professional audio production tool that is available for Windows and Mac OS X. It includes a number of effects, including
modulating effects, such as distortion, delays, equalizers, phasers, and more. It can be used to record and mix music in both stereo and surround sound formats and can be used to record and mix multiple tracks. 3.7. RIDEmix ------------ RIDEmix is a sound design tool for Windows, Mac 520fdb1ae7
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